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§ 221.10 Carrier.

(a) Local or joint tariffs. A carrier may issue and file, in its own name, tariff publications which contain:
   (1) Local fares of such carrier only, and provisions governing such local fares, and/or
   (2) Joint fares which apply jointly via such issuing carrier in connection with other carriers (participating in the tariff publications under authority of their concurrences given to the issuing carrier) 

Unbundled normal economy fare means the lowest one-way fare available for on-demand service in any city-pair market which is restricted in some way, e.g., by limits set and/or charges imposed for enroute stopovers or transfers, exclusive of capacity control.

United States means the several States, the District of Columbia, and the several Territories and possessions of the United States, including the Territorial waters and the overlying air space thereof.